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WELCOME TO TEAM ZPACKS
Thank you for joining us to create content that inspires people to seek the freedom and camaraderie 
found in ultralight adventuring. We hope your personal touch combined with our direction will help 
create collateral that is authentic, unique, and relatable to our customers.

WELCOME TO TEAM ZPACKS

The emotion surrounding an activity is the common bond that connects 
individuals to the passions they share. Our goal is to tap into these emotions 
through creating visuals that inspire a true human connection.

Our collateral should tell the stories of our customers, our products, and 
their adventures in a pure and intimate way; humanizing the content and 
making the subjects feel honest and approachable. The visuals should be 
raw and natural; unafraid to showcase dirty clothes and windswept hair.

Be You
These are only guidelines and are intended to kickstart your creativity. We 
encourage our collaborators to use their own style and eye for framing.

Visuals
Content shot with a focus on shared personal space highlights the 
experience rather than the gear needed to support it.

Sounds
Content that includes a focus on authentic sounds over the accompanying 
music can help to rekindle the types of shared emotions and memories 
created on trail. The sound of a trekking pole tip striking gravel, trees 
rustling in the wind, or water flowing in a creek are all great examples of 
emotion-evoking sounds from these adventures.

Authentic and Intimate Approach
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

Leave No Trace
As stewards of the environment, we follow the 7 Leave No Trace principles and ask that you do so in all of your 
adventures. Our collateral must always follow LNT, as we will be unable to publish any content that does not follow 
these principles. 

1. Plan Ahead & Prepare
2. Travel & Camp on Durable Surfaces
3. Dispose of Waste Properly
4. Leave What You Find
5. Minimize Campfire Impacts
6. Respect Wildlife
7. Be Considerate of Other Visitors

Permitting
All pictures taken on public lands should be done so only after acquiring the proper permits, if applicable.  If you 
are unsure if is a permit is required, please reach out to the appropriate land managers for further guidance

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP
One of our core company values is stewardship over our brand, our customers, and the communities we serve. 
It is our responsibility to encourage the responsible and sustainable use of public lands. Responsible stewarship 
involves following appropriate guidelines and practicing sustainable habits in the outdoors. All content created 
for Zpacks should be done so following this philosophy in accordance with Leave No Trace principles and 
proper permitting.

ANY CONTENT CREATED THAT DOES NOT FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES 
OF RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP WILL BE REJECTED

If you are unfamiliar with LNT, please follow the link to learn more: https://lnt.org/why/7-principles/
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1. Including gear from competing companies
(if Zpacks makes a version of the product in the
 photo, it’s best to remove that product)

2. Violating LNT (refer to page 3)

3. Loose, poorly pitched shelters (we want our
products to look their best)

4. Compositions where our product is barely visible
or turned the wrong direction

5. Selfies, posing, or staring at the camera
(instead, opt for candid “in use” shots focused on
the subject)

6. Photos or videos without people 

Things to AvoidThings to Avoid
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LEARN MORE

Aspect RatiosAspect Ratios
These are the most common dimensions we use for our collateral. Cropping to 
these proportions is not necessary, but please consider them when composing 
your shots. High quality photos in raw file format are preferred.

9:16
1080px ⋅ 1920px
Vertically-oriented 
images work best.

1:1
1080px ⋅ 1080 px
Perfect opportunity for 
candid lifestyle shots 
of products in use.

The following pages include examples we compiled to kickstart your creativity.

20:7
2500px ⋅ 875px

Align main subject 
to the left or right of 

the frame 

10:7
2500px ⋅ 1658px
Wide scenic shots are perfect here. They should 
feature the product in use, with people in the frame
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SheltersShelters
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BackpacksBackpacks
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Sleeping BagsSleeping Bags
Only feature our sleeping bags in 

shelters also made by Zpacks.
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ClothingClothing
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